cascade swimming pools
Established 1971

Stay cool ... in your CASCADE swimming pool!

AWARD WINNING POOLS
BUILT SPECIALLY FOR YOU BY KIWIS

WHY A CASCADE SWIMMING POOL?
Cascade is a New Zealand tradition - with more
than 8,500 Kiwi Families enjoying their
beautiful Cascade swimming pool!
Low Chlorine or other nasty pool chemicals
Environmental design years ahead
Insulation creates a Solar Panel in your yard
FRESHWATER pools good enough to drink!
100% germs and bacteria eliminated
Tell us what you want, and we will build it!
•

A NZ first! ‘Free Solar Heated’ swimming, recycled INFILLFOAM insulation, SUNTRAP solar bubble cover gives customers a warm,
cheapest-to-heat and operate, swimming pool

•

Chlorine-free fresh water with Activated Oxygen
sterilisation system - the process that in most
areas sterilises your drinking water these days.

•

Eliminate pool chemical requirements, water so
soft, safe and pure that you can actually drink it! No
more ‘stinging’ eyes - and no ‘Chlorine Smell’ - ever!

•

Rapid installation. Our average family size pool shell
can be installed in less than a week - cutting the
waiting time from excavation to first swim by weeks!

•

Lifetime Expectation Warranties - the longest lasting
pool interior available - Twenty-five Year quality
guarantee on the Aqualux interior - with a choice of
colours

Some people like a green marblised interior to fit in better with their rural site

Want to reduce the chemicals in your life?
So do we. Cascade makes an effort to be environmentally responsible
by reducing - as much as possible - swimming pool chemicals like chlorine
that can affect the environment - and swimmers too!
We avoid Salt Chlorinators (Yes, salt pools are chlorine pools) and urge you to
consider alternative non-toxic ways to keep your pool sterile and safe for the
kids. ... We have the answer!

Your city or town water - and often by choice Rural water as well - is
ozonated to destroy all bacteria and pathogens, so why not demand
the same level of safety for your swimming pool?

PACIFIC BLUE

PACIFIC BLUE

20 meter Swimlane

5.0 m x 12.0 m Double Roman Ends with integrated Seat/Egress in one end

PACIFIC BLUE
Spectacular 12.0 m x 22.0 m Kidney Shape swim-lane pool

Many interior colours to chose from:
Blues, Greens, Mosaic Tiles - even almost black!

Freeform 9.0 m x 4.8 m pool designed by Client

Cascade‘s LONG GUARANTEES are meaningful - after all, we have built more than
8,500 family swimming pools so we should know what we are doing!

ANTIQUE

‘Large House: Large Pool’ - 6.0 m x 12.0 m with double side 2.4 m and 3.6 m entry/seats

Urban, Suburban or
Rural setting - your home
will be dramatically enhanced
with a beautiful CASCADE
swimming pool!
Difficult site?
No problem to Cascade.
In-ground
or completely on-ground
our ULTIMATE range
swimming pools will enhance
your personal lifestyle!

No need to have a pool that looks just the
same as everyone else’s!

CARRIBEAN BLUE

Dare to be different!

This 4.2 m x 11.m ‘Double Roman Ends’ pool adds nicely to an attractive patio area right outside the
main living area of this family home, ensuring the pool is the focal point for family fun and relaxation!

CASABLANCA DARK BLUE

FIJI RESORT

Flat sites, sloping sites, unusual shapes!
City or Rural settings!
Any length, width or depth you want!

Double Roman Ends 5.0 m x 14.0 m with 3.6 m Seat/Side Entry

CARRIBEAN BLUE

Fiji or Foxton!
Cascade
can build the pool
you want!

CASABLANCA DARK BLUE

Small, Medium or
Large backyard - we can design
and build a Cascade pool to suit
your family and landscape
Turn that little used area of your
garden into a dream swimming
pool and barbeque area for
family and friends!

Never too young to start swimming lessons!
CASCABLANCA BLUE

MOSAIC TILES

Modern, luxury houses
or smaller units in central city,
Cascade will provide the right pool
... for the right location!
Swimlane length larger backyard
pools, or cramped inner city
spaces that are virtually useless,
can be transformed into useful
swim-exercise pools!
We will design and build your
personalised custom shape and
size Cascade pool to suit your
family and landscape

PACIFIC BLUE

The amazing little DOLPHIN
automatic pool crawler will
keep tedious pool cleaning
chores to a minimum.
Self powered, it doesn’t affect
pool water circulation like some
cheaper quality pool sweeps.
Supplied with every PRESTIGE
pool by Cascade.
PACIFIC BLUE

The perfect place for this
suburban swimming pool!
A top lawn that was
under-used, and a nuisanse
to mow. Never suitable for
the children to play on due
to the sloping site.
With a little excavation and
a few small retaining walls,
Cascade transformed this
area into a world-class pool
and entertainment area!

Or a neglected back garden area
that was in a hollow, hard to keep
tidy and generally unattractive!

Look how a Cascade pool built
a meter above the ground transformed another unused area,
adding utility and value to the
property!

So much choice!
Every pool we build is different!
Reflecting our customer’s
need for individuality
We Custom-build your pool!

CARRIBEAN
CASABLANCA DARK BLUE

MULTIPLE GOLD MEDALS WON IN COMPETITIONS

Attractive swimlane pool tucked down the side of the house
turning a wasted space into a recreational area

BAHAMA BLUE

We will tailor your pool
to suit your lifestyle
A freeform pool can be shaped to fit
available space and provide enough
pool area for a growing family
shape your pool to maximise
swimming area and suit
the garden setting.
With a few modifications
boundary fencing can usually be
made compliant with Fencing Rules

CASCABLANCA BLUE

PACIFIC BLUE

‘Swimlane’ pools are more than
just decorative
- they are functional for fitness
and well-being
Glass fences enhance pool areas
while providing safe
effective compliance with
Pool Fencing Rules.
GET THINGS MOVING!
Call us today 0800 227 223 and we will
send a chap around with a Tape Measure
and Quotation Form!

PACIFIC BLUE

This magnificent infinity edge pool
complements the stunning seaward views!

Limited room for a pool?
We’ll make one to fit your available space!

AQUA BLUE

BAHAMA BLUE
Insulated Pool Walls with 90mm of refrigeration grade Foam
AQUALUX “Child Friendly” pool interior
Eliminate Chlorine with our Activated Oxygen System!
... the ULTIMATE swimming pool!

4.2 x 9.6 pool with sculptured 3.0 m x 500mm-deep children’s playing area

BAHAMA BLUE

4.2 m x 8.4 m rectangle pool with seat/entry

Natural swimming pool settings enhance many properties
Dare to be different with our fabulous Roman Mosaic interiors

Natural settings created using untreated hardwood sleepers and thoughtful rockery

MOSAIC TILES

Natural untreated hardwood sleepers and rocks suit rural settings

Space limitations mean sometimes modifying the pool shape!

STANDARD range JUPITER model 4.20 m x 8.40 m - a nice mid-size Family Pool

IF YOU LIKE WHAT WE DO ,
BUT DON’T NEED ALL THE ‘BELLS AND WHISTLES’ READ THIS
Our STANDARD pool range suits pool owners where budget is a priority
Standard shapes and sizes means there’s a pool to suit your family size or needs
- whatever you needs may be!
Our STANDARD pool is a simple Chlorine Pool using Aquagenie
skimmer/tablet feeder to provide stabilised chlorine to keep water fresh and clean,
and for a few dollars more, you can add the INFILLFOAM refrigeration grade
insulation to the pool walls to keep the heat in.
These pools are great fun - and our history of building thousands of these pools
for more than over years guarantees your satisfaction!
AQUA BLUE
STANDARD range SATURN model 3.6 x 7.2 with large radius corners & side entry

STANDARD range SATURN model “true square corners” 3.60 x 7.20 m smaller-family home pool

AQUA BLUE

SKY BLUE

AQUA BLUE

Visit our web site: www.cascade.co.nz

